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Abstract The development of mechanisms as virtualization, load distribution, and data sharing has benefited the IT-evolution towards to cloud computing with its seemingly infinite resource capacities. This leads to novel approaches in resource provisioning and releasing. However, managing the cloud resource pool still needs manual configuration to react on changes in system load behaviour. This paper presents simulation results of the already described idea, which procures user-data based on social Web applications and uses this information for load forecasting. The solution includes the data of geocaching- or geotagging-services to determine how many people are located at a particular place with a specific interest focus. By inferring the pure load volume at a specific location and by the presented formulas, our system is able to provide an appropriately amount of resources. Thereby, we can optimize the trade-off between low costs with less resources and high user satisfaction with use of many machines.
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1. Introduction

In the past decade the progress of cloud computing is facilitated by novel technologies like virtualization. So, it is easier to map the actual workload on the correct amount of resources [1], while having more flexibility over the entire resources [2]. As cloud computing shows great opportunities to serve several individual clients, it has high market potential and load on cloud servers is rising enormously [3].

Chen et al., therefore, generate and use load patterns to predict the upcoming load at future time [4]. However, forecasting the exact instance amount needed by a company is difficult whilst essential to provide quality of services for the clients in a cloud [5]. Furthermore, present cloud solutions at most offer resource management on the basis of rule-based configurations [6]. The cloud user needs to define instructions on different load parameters and to set thresholds in order to counteract an overload situation [7]. Additionally, cloud users are faced with the problem that booting instances still
requires a time up to 13 minutes [8] – depending on the complexity of the application and the underlying cloud platform [9].

Within this work, we present a solution to predict upcoming loads in order to avoid under- and over-provisioning of SaaS-offerings at specific locations. First of all, we identify a significant probability for load increase. For that reason, we use the data of the social Web application Twitter to achieve a forecast of the future amount of load on a particular service. We can assume that a measured increase of tweets about a specific topic infers to an increase of load on a service related to the corresponding tweet [10].

Secondly, by including data about the customers’ whereabouts, the main resource demand at a location can be mapped to an optimal data center location. Data centers are offered locally distributed by the providers in different regions [11]. So, the decision where to instantiatate the determined amount of resources is based on the location of the load. The required list of locations is filled with the actual places of the mobile users based on geo-service extractions via their API. Consequently, required resources for service provisioning can be offered in a timely and location-based manner even in bursting situations.

Additionally, we provide a formula which calculates the exact amount of required resources and leads to an ideal covering of resource demands. The further developed cost functions for users and providers enable the finding of an optimized trade-off between low emerging costs and a high user satisfaction. Thereby, we offer a suitable technique for public cloud applications to react on unpredictable load variations and to infer a dynamic resource allocation. Following, we will give an overview about related work in Section 2 and describe our approach in Section 3. Section 4 provides implementation details and the simulation results. Furthermore, the solution is evaluated theoretically in Section 5, while presenting functions to calculate the exact and optimal amount of needed resources at a specific time point as well as the emerging costs for users and providers. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the paper and concludes with future work.

2. Related Work

Beside the above already mentioned work, we find further approaches which use recurring load patterns to identify periodic load increases. Gmach et al., e.g., achieve load reaction in a self-organizing way [12]. In their ‘AutoGlobe’ system load is distributed and tasks are transferred to less loaded servers on overload detections. They use near term predictions of load for periodic occurrence and for abnormal happenings; they formulate hints based on instance utilization [13]. However, they accept potential delays for the user caused by long-distance task routing, which we aim to avoid.

When relying on cloud infrastructures and Internet accessibility based on best-effort load approaches [14], research areas are able to put the user-side in the focus. The question is how customers use the Internet concerning information search because this eventually implies load for the underlying infrastructure. Therefore, Phillips and Young presented interesting results about humans searching the Internet for acquisition of information [15]. With moving communication to the Internet, also new forms of ordering information emerged. Thereby, the importance of social networks like Facebook and communication ways via Twitter is increasing more and more, as flows of information are enormously fast within these. This holds especially for emergencies and crises [16]. These events occur normally by pure chance, which complicates forecasting of correlated load. However, by their studies about information flows in the Internet, J. Yang and the American professor Leskovec found out that after relevant events the further load progression is predictable, which eases load forecasting based on real-time data [10, 17].
For that reason, the patterns representing the main spread of information within the social Web were extracted (see Figure 1). All patterns $P_1$ to $P_6$ display an enormous increase of popularity in the first 20 hours. Within this time interval the curves feature a slope with an approximately exponential growth. The proposed model is able to forecast the upcoming popularity and load based on in-time data extraction [18].

In summary, with the growing interest in cloud systems, technical aspects concerning load variation have to be increasingly considered. However, optimal distribution of load emergence concerning low response times is still not regarded in total. That shows the need of further research for an efficient and automated resource management while also taking the main demand of users and their actual location into account.

3. Resource Management Based on Data of the Social Web

As already described in our previous work “Resource Allocation for Cloud SaaS Offerings based on Social Web Applications” the main goal of the designed system, is the automation of resource management in load peak situations of cloud computing environments [19]. Current related work (see Section 2) presents a verifiable correlation between user interests and the actual usage of a respective application. This way, it is possible to deduct a relation between the capacity utilization within a data center and the popularity of application information. That forms the basis for inferring the upcoming load progress of a cloud application in order to estimate the probability of an actual load increase. Consequently, cloud bursting situations are manageable through early resource allocation before the actual load increase. Thereby, a trade-off must be found between minimal cost caused by more reserved resource allocation and high efficient service provisioning and user satisfaction by more generous booting strategies for additional capacities.

As depicted in Figure 2, we use data of the social Web in order to infer exactly such a prognosis of load changes. Within, Twitter acts as a first indicator of increasing load parameters because according to today's preliminary findings it transports the user reaction very prompt [20]. Furthermore, the recorded amount of tweets can be easily mapped onto the corresponding load curve. This data is analyzed in order to check to which extent the tweet-curve correlates with the load progress. Concluding the examination of correlation between load and tweets, a value can be stated expressing the probability of the expected load increase. Based on the history, a probable load volume and its arising can be forecast. In a second step, the location of the main demand is
deducted in order to provide the needed resources in the near clients’ proximity. Using data of geo-
caching services, it is possible to get the users’ surroundings and forward them to the optimized
hosting location. This algorithm is described in detail in our last work [19].

Figure 2: Procedure of Resource Provisioning

Based on the research of Yang and Leskovec, it is known that identifiable load patterns show,
especially in the first 20 hours, an enormous increase of the popularity in load behaviour [17]. While
dealing with information flows in the social Web, we can assume an exponential increase in the
beginning [18]. Consequently, we define the exponential growth function (1). The Euler’s number $e$
represents the function’s basis, the growth factor of the function is named $\alpha$ and $\beta$ corresponds to
the shift on the y-axis. This is the input for the simulation of the implemented tweet-server:

$$f(t) = e^{\alpha t} + \beta$$  \hspace{2cm} (1)

Now, we have to relate the number of tweets with the recorded load-curve on the cloud resources.
We trace the tweet mentions and the load variations for the same interval in tables and compare
both curves. Finally, we use the chi-square-test in order to extract the correlation between the load-
and tweet-progress.

If there is no slope in the curves of tweets and load, showing the identical behaviour of constant
progress, the chi-square-test would result in a high probability of correlation. However, this
conclusion is not desired because in case of correlation detection, the scaling process is initiated,
which is not correct on constant load progression without any in- or decrease. Consequently, flat and
steady load- and tweet-curves need to be filtered out by load pattern analysis.

The load pattern analysis compares the recorded curves with already identified patterns and checks
according to their similarity whether the curves are rising, declining or constant. This way, negligible
little increases in the curve progression cause no unnecessary resource allocation and only
significant load changes are considered in the chi-square-test. As shown in Figure 3, on a positive
match to a load increase, new resources are booted and on load decreases, resources are shut
down. A further step is to decide what the optimal resource amount is like and how many instances
can be booted or shut down. The solution of this problem is presented in Section 5 after having
defined to following data basis.
4. Implementation and Results of the Cloud Response Time Simulation

We wanted to decide whether the location-based resource allocation with social Web data works well. So, we evaluated the feasibility to offer a better response time on the services, and how much influence the server processing time and the distance to the clients have on the response time. For that reason, we simulated the Round Trip Delay (RTD) between sending a request to several servers and receiving a response. These Proxy- and DNS-servers are located at different data centers according to the Microsoft Windows Azure regions. Using the Geobytes-service, it is possible to detect the server location by extracting the sending location of the IP-address [21] and by measuring via the ICMP-protocol [22]. We sent 250 ICMP-packages each to the four regions West Europe, North Europe, East US and East Asia using ping-calls out of Munich. Table 1 (a) depicts the rounded measured values of the RTDs in milliseconds for each region. Following this, we could specify a factor comprising the ratios of RTDs compared to our home region West Europe, while regarding the signal transmission time and processing time – see Table 1 (b).

Table 1: Round Trip Delays to Data Centers (a) and RTD-Ratios to Region West Europe (b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Avg. RTD [ms]</th>
<th>West Europe to</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>North Europe</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>East Us</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Europe</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>East Asia</td>
<td>8.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Us</td>
<td>362</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, the response time $T$ of a cloud application is affected by two times. It depends on the duration of data transfer $T_D$ between clients and servers and on the processing time $T_S$ of the claimed servers. In this simulation, we measured the total response time as the sum of these two values:

$$T = T_D + T_S.$$  

Furthermore, we defined three categories Small, Middle = $10 \times$ Small and High = $100 \times$ Middle in order to achieve comparisons by variations of these dimensions. The simulation uses the ratios of the different data transfer times to the four regions shown above. As starting point, for the category Small, a transfer time to East Asia of $T_D_{Small} = 10000$ ms is set and scaled up for all other regions and categories. The processing times $T_S$ are determined constantly and equally for all regions: $T_S_{Small} = 100$ ms, $T_S_{Middle} = 10 \times T_S_{Small} = 1000$ ms and $T_S_{High} = 10 \times T_S_{Middle} = 10000$ ms.
The developed Service Load Manager performs $n$ threads and the transfer time $T_D$ is implemented via a sleep-instruction. Afterwards the reawakened thread stores a message in a queue. This states the end of transmission and launches a service thread which simulates the processing time $T_S$ by a sleep-instruction. Finally, the service informs the client about the end of transfer. This total time is stored as response time.

The simulation was realized with 20 threads for the services and clients and 50 transactions per each client with requests out of the region West Europe. The averaged measured values of West Europe are listed in Table 2 (a) and range from 1.382 seconds to around 2.3 minutes. It is remarkable that the measurements to North Europe from around 1.319 seconds to 2.2 minutes feature, in fact, shorter response times compared to our times in West Europe (see Table 2 (b)). This shows that geographical proximity itself does not lead to better response times. With better expansion of infrastructure in North Europe, even higher distances may cause shorter RTDs compared to the closer servers in West Europe. Consequently, the provided underlying infrastructure must be taken into account when considering where to boot new instances.

Table 2: Response Times to Region West Europe (a) and Region North Europe (b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transfer Time $T_D$</th>
<th>Processing Time $T_S$ [ms]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>1382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>12917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>12929</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transfer Time $T_D$</th>
<th>Processing Time $T_S$ [ms]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>1319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>12285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>121865</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Response Times to Region East US (a) and Region East Asia (b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transfer Time $T_D$</th>
<th>Processing Time $T_S$ [ms]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>3947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>38575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>384639</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transfer Time $T_D$</th>
<th>Processing Time $T_S$ [ms]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>10103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>100098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>1000285</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, measurements for the regions East US and East Asia promise a crucial response time improvement after a resource allocation in West Europe. The response times to East US – presented in Table 3 (a) – range from four seconds in the smallest rubric to the high value of 6.58 minutes in the High-category. The response times to East Asia are actually even higher with 10 seconds to nearly 17 minutes – see Table 3 (b).

We aim to determine the improvement of the response time when moving resources to the near proximity of the requesting client in load situations. This improvement factor is called $q$. Therefore, we relate these response times with the times of West Europe in Table 2 (a) through dividing the West Europe measurements by each response time of the other regions. Table 4 (a) depicts the improvement factors of all categories, which arise out of shifting the resource allocation from East US to West Europe. The transfer category High and the processing category Small show the highest improvement factor of 3.0, which decreases diagonally to a factor of 1.23 for the Small transfer category and High processing category.
With providing the required resources in West Europe instead of in East Asia, we can observe the improvement factors shown in Table 4 (b). Again, the tendency declines from a high improvement factor of 7.8 with a transfer category *High* and the processing category *Small* diagonally to a minimum of the improvement factor of 1.77 with the transfer category *High* and the processing category *Small*. This is the evidence by specific values of the logical consideration that with decreasing processing times of a resource, also the whole response time shrinks after a resource allocation within a desired region.

**Table 4: Improvement Factors After Resource Shift to West Europe from East US (a) and from East Asia (b)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East US -- West Europe</th>
<th>East Asia -- West Europe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Middle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>2.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures 4 (a) and (b), additionally, point out that with an increasing amount of transferred data, also the improvement factor $q$ of the response time rises. This makes clear: the best results can be achieved with a combination of the category *High* in the transfer time and the category *Small* in the processing time.

![Bar charts showing improvement factors](image)

**Figure 4: Effect of Processing and Transfer Time on Shift to West Europe from East US (a) and East Asia (b)**

To sum it up, our results show an enormous decrease of delays after the allocation of resources in the same region as the origin of the load. These shortened response times will facilitate the popularity of the service. Moreover, by enlarging the user satisfaction, the revenue of the cloud provider will rise.

5. Theoretical Evaluation and Development of a Cost Function

Having a determined data basis through the simulation, we are able to theoretically evaluate the results, and define functions to calculate the required amount of resources as well as emerging costs for users and providers. The resultant formula offers the possibility to compute the optimum of resource amount regarding costs for the provider and a high user satisfaction. The provider can, thereby, specify a probability value for scaling processes by the usage of the chi-square-test [23]. In doing so, one should consider which scaling strategy fits best: If the provider generously allocates instances by a low chi-square-probability threshold, additional resources are booted in many cases.
even on negligible load increases. They may stay underutilized while causing unnecessary costs. With cost-saving high limits, resources are only allocated on an enormous load increase, which leads to may request drops and high latencies. In order to solve this dilemma, we offer a possibility to determine the required amount of resources at a specific time point \( t \).

In the following, we can use the exponential function \( f \) for the tweet-curve to match the popularity of a cloud application in the social Web – see Section 3. Additionally, we assume that the chi-square-test detects a correlation to the load-curve \( L \), which is (compared to the tweet-curve) shifted in time about \( t_{shift} \) and a \( \gamma \)-multiple of the tweet-curve. Consequently, the origin of the load lies also in the region of the correlating tweet-curve. The provider can influence to which extent he wants to boot resources in proportion to the emerging load by the factor \( g \). So, we have the following parameters:

- \( R \) = denotes the amount of available resources
- \( f(t) = e^{\alpha t} + \beta \) is the exponential function of tweets [18]
- \( L(t) \) specifies the amount of jobs in a server queue at time point \( t \)
- \( g \) is the allocation ratio
- \( t_{VM} \) stands for the booting time until new resources are ready to use
- \( t_{shift} \) describes the time shift between load- and tweet-curve

According to [18], the correlating load will increase exponentially during the booting time \( t_{VM} \) and the duration to the next chi-square-test-period \( t_{\chi^2} \). So, the provider would like to previously forecast the load out of the tweet-curve including the machine booting time up to the next chi-square-test. In doing so, he would be able to provide the future required resources in an anticipatory way. However, the problematic condition prevails that the exact amount of tweets for this time point is unknown, yet. Hence, we compute with the already known values at the time point \( t + t_{VM} \) by approximation. Thus, we extracted the subsequent formulas which specify the required amount of resources \( R(t) \) at the time point \( t \) and \( \gamma \) as a multiple of the load-curve referred to the tweet-curve:

\[
R(t) = g \cdot L(t + t_{VM}) = \gamma \cdot f(t + t_{VM} - t_{shift})
\]

\[
\gamma = \frac{L(t)}{f(t - t_{shift})}
\]

Furthermore, the costs for one resource instance per time unit is denoted with \( c_P \). Using Formula (2) of the resource amount, it is possible to calculate the emerging costs \( C_P \) for the provider as follows.

\[
C_P = R(t) \cdot (t_{\chi^2} - t_{VM}) \cdot c_P
\]

\[
\geq g \cdot \gamma \cdot f(t + t_{VM} - t_{shift}) \cdot (t_{\chi^2} - t_{VM}) \cdot c_P
\]

\[
\geq g \cdot \frac{L(t)}{f(t - t_{shift})} \cdot f(t + t_{VM} - t_{shift}) \cdot (t_{\chi^2} - t_{VM}) \cdot c_P
\]

Looking at the user part, we identified \( c_U \) as the cost factor for the user, e.g., costs per working hours in a company when using the cloud service for business jobs. In this case, the load corresponds to the amount of users in the system at time point \( t + t_{VM} \), because the sum of all user requests result in total costs \( C_U \).

\[
C_U = T_s \cdot c_U \cdot L(t + t_{VM})
\]
The server processing time $T_S$ is determined by the distribution of workload and the provided resource amount. Assuming that load is modulated equally to all available resources, the processing time $T_S$ can be represented as load $L(t + t_{VM})$ divided by the resource amount $R(t)$ multiplied with the job computation time $T_J$. Furthermore, we express the load function by $L(t + t_{VM}) = \gamma \cdot f(t + t_{VM} - t_{shift})$ and obtain this:

$$C_U = \frac{L(t + t_{VM})}{R(t)} \cdot T_J \cdot C_U \cdot L(t + t_{VM})$$

$$= \frac{L(t + t_{VM})}{R(t)} \cdot T_J \cdot C_U \cdot \gamma \cdot f(t + t_{VM} - t_{shift})$$

$$= \gamma \cdot \frac{L(t)}{R(t)} \cdot T_J \cdot C_U \cdot f(t + t_{VM} - t_{shift})$$

$$= \gamma \cdot \frac{L(t)}{R(t)} \cdot T_J \cdot C_U \cdot \frac{L(t)}{f(t - t_{shift})} \cdot f(t + t_{VM} - t_{shift})$$

$$= \frac{1}{g} \cdot T_J \cdot C_U \cdot \gamma \cdot f(t + t_{VM} - t_{shift})$$

$$= \frac{1}{g} \cdot T_J \cdot C_U \cdot \frac{L(t)}{f(t - t_{shift})} \cdot f(t + t_{VM} - t_{shift})$$

As a result, we created two opposing cost functions for the provider and the user. Both depend on the factor $g$ and intersect in exact this point, as plotted in Figure 5. This point can be construed as optimal compromise between a generous way of resource allocation for high user satisfaction and a more reserved strategy for low costs at the provider. It is computable by the equation of the two cost formulas (4) and (6)

$$C_U = C_P:$$

$$\frac{1}{g} T_J \cdot C_U \cdot \frac{L(t)}{f(t - t_{shift})} \cdot f(t + t_{VM} - t_{shift}) = g \cdot \frac{L(t)}{f(t - t_{shift})} \cdot f(t + t_{VM} - t_{shift}) \cdot (t_{x^2} - t_{VM}) \cdot C_P$$

Solving this equation for $g$, results in the following expression:

$$g = \sqrt{\frac{C_U \cdot T_J}{C_P \cdot t_{x^2} - t_{VM}}}$$

Figure 5: Behaviour of the Cost Functions
This way, a well-balanced proportion of required resources can be calculated dynamically. Thereby, we consider the cost factors of providers as well as users and the complexity of the application via the job computation time $T_J$. Additionally, the duration $t_{\text{shift}}$ to the next chi-square-test, the booting time $t_{\text{VM}}$ and the time shift between load- and tweet-curve are included. The current stored load value $L(t)$ and the tweet-curves $f(t-t_{\text{shift}})$ and $f(t+t_{\text{VM}}-t_{\text{shift}})$ can be extracted out of the data base. So, the optimal resource amount at time $t$ can be determined:

$$R(t) = \frac{c_U \cdot T_J}{c_P \cdot t_{\chi^2}} \cdot \frac{L(t)}{f(t-t_{\text{shift}})} \cdot f(t+t_{\text{VM}}-t_{\text{shift}})$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Section 3 already states that scaling is only processed in case of a positive load pattern match on the test of slope changes. Based on this differentiation between rising and downward curves, we can decide whether to boot or shut down instances of the provided resource pool $R$ regarding the above defined required resource amount $R(t)$. In case of increasing curves, the provider should boot additionally $\Delta R = R(t) - R$ resources and on decreasing load $\Delta R = R - R(t)$ can be shut down.

For clarification, imagine the following example scenario: the user’s cost factor run up to $c_U = 80 \, \text{€}/h$ and provider’s cost factor is $c_P = 4 \, \text{€}/h$. The job computation time amount to $T_J = 0.05 \, \text{s}$ and chi-square-test-period is set on $t_{\chi^2} = 1800 \, \text{s}$. The data base stores a load of $L(t) = 300$ and a tweet amount of $f(t-t_{\text{shift}}) = 100$ and $f(t+t_{\text{VM}}-t_{\text{shift}}) = 150$. Consequently, the required resource amount $R(t)$ and the processing time $T_S$ can be calculated as below.

$$R(t) = \sqrt{\frac{80 \, \text{€}/h \cdot 0.05 \, \text{s}}{4 \, \text{€}/h \cdot 0.02357 \cdot 450}} = \frac{300}{100} \cdot 150 \cdot 0.05 \approx 11$$

$$T_S = \frac{L(t+t_{\text{VM}})}{R(t)} \cdot T_J = \gamma \cdot \frac{f(t+t_{\text{VM}}-t_{\text{shift}})}{R(t)} = \frac{300}{100} \cdot \frac{150}{10.607} \cdot 0.05 \approx 2.12 \, \text{s}$$

That means, at time point $t$ the provider needs eleven resources in the treated region in order to handle the correlating workload to the tweet-rate. With eleven running instances in the corresponding region, we achieve a processing time $T_S$ of a little bit more than two seconds.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

With cloud computing changing actual IT-environments, existing load management solutions are not suitable anymore because the infinity of resource pools claims for new defined handling. Constant availability of resources should be guaranteed for each client using the corresponding service. This is challenging because all clients have access to the same physical servers. Besides, instance scaling causes efforts regarding costs and time. This is mainly because cloud resource management, even today, claims for manual regulation [6, 7] and booting of additional machines requires up to 13 minutes [8]. Therefore, efficient, automated resource planning and rapid instance provisioning is exceedingly required.

This paper presents a solution for predicting future load while avoiding under- and over-provisioning of cloud offerings at a defined region. First of all, we identify a significant probability for load increases. For that reason, we use the data of the social Web application Twitter to achieve a load forecast on a particular service. This is possible as we can assume a correlation between tweet- and load-curves [10], identified via the chi-square-test with probability-thresholds freely selectable by the provider.
Secondly, by including user data, the main resource demand at a location can be mapped to an optimal hosting region. So, resources are instantiated at the main region of load and unnecessary latencies are omitted because of shorter routing distances. The simulation proves that response times can, indeed, be reduced if resources are located in the client’s proximity by the improvement factor of \( q \). Furthermore, we provide functions to calculate the exact amount of required resources as well as the costs for users and providers. This way, an optimized trade-off between low emerging costs and high user satisfaction can be determined. That leads to both, an optimal covering of resource demands and a reduction of the latency during service provisioning.

As future work, we will include the designed control entity for adding and releasing instances in a definite cloud computing environment and prove the functionality of the algorithm and the formulas via real data at an optimal compromise of low costs and simultaneous quality of service improvements.
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